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WITCH HUNT IN THE SWP
The National Committee of the Socialist Workers
Party expelled five members of the party's left wing
minority at a plenum in New York City at the end of
December. The five expelled supporters of the SWP's
Revolutionary Tendency are Shane Mage, James Robertson, Geoffrey; White, Laurence Ireland, and Lynne
Harper. The Party Political Committee had suspended
them two months earlier on the grounds that a Control
Commission investigation had revealed that Robertson,
Ireland, and Harper had expressed !'disloyal" written
opinions privately within their own tendency. The
accused had written that the SWP had ceased to be
Ii revolutionary party and had become centrist, and
that an irreconcilable struggle within the framework of
party discipline was therefore required against the
Majority line and leadership. Mage and White were
accused of having also been leaders in a tendency which
held or permitted such views. Upon refusing to recant
or disassociate themselves from one another, all five
were summarily expelled.

. Disciplined Acceptance.
These expulsions mark a new phase in the thirtyfive year history of Trotskyism in the United States.
The degeneration of the party in recent years has
reached such a point that for the first time in the entire
experience of the SWP the leadership has used expul-'
sions to rid the party of an internal opposition which
met the Bolshevik conditions for party membership--disciplined acceptance of the policies imposed by the
Majority.

Wide Support
Within the party aU oppositional tendencies, dissidents, and critics, totaling more than a qUarter of
. the membership, rallied to' the defense of the expelled
comrades following the preliminary suspensions. Among

those opposing and protesting the PC action were:
Myra Tanner Weiss, several times the party's vicepresidential candidate; Arne Swabeck, a founding
leader of American Trotskyism, together with many
members of his tendency across the country; prominentparty members such as Jack Wright of Seattle and
Wendell Phillips from Southern California; the Wohlforth-Philips grouping; several party branches includ.,ing New Haven and Seattle.

Control Commission
Two strong reactions felt in the party are responsible for this outpouring of support from the most
diverse and politically antagonistic sections of the
party. One response was indig1l4tion at the exclusion
of party comrades accused of having "disloyal attitudes." Intensifying this feeling was widespread disgust'with the means which were, and must be,.used in
such political witch hunting._ The party leaders refused .
to grant even the formality of a trial. The expulsions .
tOQk place following a sordid iJlvestigation led by COll:tNl Commission member Anna Chester, wife of a PC
majority member and notorious in her own right for
her fanatical belief in the party leadership. The investigators first demanded acCess to private minority draft
documents and correspondence. Under extreme protest
RT supporters complied with these demands. Apparently unsatisfied with the results, the Control Commiision proceeded to call in young and new comrades for
tape-recorded interrogation sessions in the rooms of
the party national office. The youth were asked to admit
their own and their tendency's indiscipline, disloyalty,
and Menshevism. Failing to win such admissions. the
investigators then turned to questioning .hich wu
clumsily designed to entrap the young comrades into
involuntary confessions of guilt!
(Continued on Pa,e S) ,
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EDITORIAL NOTES
ID Lieu of a GeneralPoHcy Statement:
We are publishing the SPARTACIST because our expulsion from the Socialist Workers Party cuts off our
expression of views within that party. We will eontinue
to print a public organ pending readmission to the SWP
and resumption of our proper role within it.
We aim to summsrize our viewpoint as a brief
declaration of "Where We Stand" in an early issue of
the SPARTACIST. In the meantime, while thiB issue ill
intended to deal specifically with the SWP, its whole
~tent speaks for us as well in a more general way.
We -intend our periodical to be a propagandist pubUcation directed toward the same two aims which we
have hitherto pursued exclusively within the confines
of SWP membership. We want to influence such radical
and leftward moving groups or sections as aspire to
Marxist clarity and direction. We frankly state in
advance that the purpose of our action is to further
a revolutionary regroupment of iforces within this
country such that a Leninist vanguard party of the
working class will emerge. Secondly, we want to win
individual supporters for our viewpoint from among
radical youth,-militants in the civil rights struggle, and
seek to create modest. nuclei. within key sections of the
working class. Critical to our success will be the ability
of our comrades to both be involved as revolutionists
in the social struggles of our times and to undertake
dective inquiry into the pressing theoretical and po'Iftical issues posed for Muists today•.
Oar Name:
We chose the title, SPARTACIST, after the name,
Spartakusbund, take» by the German revolutionary left
wing led by Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Lieblmecht during the First World War. The German Spartacists
__ed a brave struggle atainst their imperialist rulers
in wartime .and, moreover, bad to fight every step of
the way in opposition to the degenerate, patrioticMa~orfty social democrats of their time.
(CoatiDHd Next Cola.D)

In the United States the Trotskyist youth in the
early 1930's called their paper Young SptJrtacus. It was
an outstanding journalistic fusion of an advocate of
r"volutionary ideas with a guide to action. We aspire
to do no more today than serve as well in honor of tbe
name we have chosen fot' our endeavor to express the
,viewpoint of consistent Trotskyism, the authentic revolutionary Marxism of our epoch.

ADd About the SWP:
-. Any tendency to surrender to a sense of grievance
at- the outrages committed by the party leadership must
be- -resolutely opposed. Certainly the principal authors
of,the witch hunt in the party have drawn a hard' line
between themselves aild elementary norms of revolu- tjonary socialist practice. While these individuals can
likely be written off, this is by no means the case for
the bulk of the party's ranks who have shown rather
the lesser and more reversible weakness of insensitivity
. to •.blows aga$nst party democracy and acquiescence to
misleaders.
:-. - Above all, a political r~sponse is required. The
~.,ulsiol1$ cut across necessary clarification of what
has underlain all the inner-party disputes of recent
years: i.e., can the struggle for socialism be successfuii; waged today with the ostensible revolutionary
Marxists acting as auxilliaries to others? Or does the
Trotskyists' strategic aim necessarily continue to center
on themselves. winning the leadership of the working
class? This issue still has to be concretely and decisively met in the SWP. This is but the contemporary formulation of an old question among socialists. At bottom
it -resolves into the basic division-reform or revolu, tion! The presently unresolved quality to the question
is shown subjectively in the party by the contradiction
in the consciousness of mOat members. They still think
of themselves as Trotskyists, while following revisionist leaders ever further from Marxism! We aim to
aliow no organizational measures of petty bureaucrats
to stand in the way of the coming polarization aloDIP:
principled lines in the centrist SWP. For we know full
well that many who today place their factional aile~iance with the Majority leadership, will tomorrow find
themselves in the revolutjonary left wing.

We Urge:
To all 8'Upp01'ters of our tendency, friends and
B1/mpathizers, and defenders of our rights in the ranks
01 tlte SWP, ·we urge you to remain resolute in the fGce
of the e~ions. Support 1I.B in our etfurts to gGin
readmission to the party. Abide by party'discipline and
persist in upholding your 'Views. In sh01't, stay in and
fight in the SWP!
We, f01' our part, intend to exlta'ust all recourses
to reverse the expulsions. More-we-will not be cont~t
to merely IfUbiect the line and actions of the party to
necessary criticism through the pages of tlte SpARTACIST
and elsewhere. It is equally our responsibility to Btlpport the public Gelions of tlte SWP in all principled
ways. In particular -we declo.reour intention to participat. /uUy in the -W01'k oj the partl/'a 196' pt'eiidentiGl
eeI.paigt&.
. .i
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WITCH HUNT

(Continued from Page 1)
The second major basis for the rally
fng to the defense of the Revolutional-)'
Tendency was fear of the precedent
set b; such expulsions.•The exclusions
came' as a climax to a mounting series
of provocations and repressions over
the past several years against all opponents of what has now become the
Dobbs regime. The blow against the
RT was broadly and clearly directed
against the right of any organized
group, other than the Majarity faetion, to continued existence outside
convention periods. Thus all opposi.
. tional elements know they are threat.ened with similar treatment.
The political logic behind the expulsions isa simple eX,tension of the proposition that the Majority's l088 of a
revolutionary working-class perspective
makes party democracy superflUOUS in
its view. Combining this outlook with
the presence of very widespread internal opposition, the Majority has
found that the apparent luxury of democratic praetice, above all the right to
factions, becomes intolerable. Today
in facing its internal critics, the Dobbs
leadership openly advances. the slogan,
"The Majority Is the Party!"

POLITICAL BASIS
The Revolutionary Tendency' was
formed initially as a party minority in
1961 in response to the Majority's line
on the Cuban Question. The Majority
went beyond even uncritical endorse'ment of the Castro government; the
party leadership ended up putting the
Cuban Revolution on a par with the
Russian October as an historic model
for emulation.
The Minority charged that this I'esponse was an impressionistic abdication from fundamental Leninist and
Trotskyist positions on several counts.
The Majority made a mockery of the
Permanent Revolution by doing away
with its most essential aspect - the
struggle to win workers' power in order to consummate colonial revolution.
The Majority ripped the heart from OU1'
understandigg of proletarian democracy as a vital cQndition.for op@ning
the I'oad to socialism. The Majority
was necessarily led to deny the need
for a conscious vangual'd party of tl1e
working class. Similarly, by degrading
the international struggle for socialism
to separate, autonomous national incidents, the Majority emasculated the
st!'uggle to build the world party of the
socialist revolution, the Four,,,, Inte1'national.
The Revolutionary Tendency counterposed to the specific SWP Majority
Cuban line a viewpoint which evolved
into the position that Cuba had become
a clc/ormecl 1IJQ/'ke'1'8' 8ta~e, similar to
the outcome of the Yugoslav and Cbinelle revolutions.

Following the reVISIon of Marxism
over Cuba, the Majority leaders proceeded openly to deepen and extend
Roger Abram., aupporUr 0/ the B ...
their new vision -of reality. Thus Bin
Bella in Algeria was discovered to be olutionary Tendencrl, WC18 e#l:pelled '"""
laying down the foundations of agri- tht! Socialist Worker. Partfl, FebnuJ,.,
eultural socialism. And toward the bu- 18, bfl the New York Citfl branch .. _
reaucratic regimes of the Soviet bloc vote 0/ '8 to 11. Comrade Abram., _
all sorts of softening and accommoda- 28'11ear-old .tudcmt, 1u&d participaW
tion took place. Xi a further step, the ' in a haBtilfl called Picket line on Ja1W.SWP brought about an international ary " at Columbia Univ6rtritfl protutregroupment of forces, breaking its ing the afO{1.rding 0/ an honorary de..
ten-year association with the revolu- gree ~o the Greek' Queex Frederika.
lutionary Marxists of the International Abram. figured prominentlfl in TV C01ICommittee of the-Fourth International, erage 0/ the demon8tration shea he
to ally with the PAbloists who had for WC18 led awafl b1/ gU4nU toM objected
.to his trign, "Fr66 Gr66k PolitieaZ Prt.year~ been press agents for the more
radical bureaucratic strata within the on6rs/"
working class and colonial liberation
Comrade Abram. tOU cluwlied b1/ tie
. ',
movements.
SWP MajoritJ/ With joining t1uJ picket
As the SWP beeame more deeply en- line "toitkout prior coneuZtCltion or -Pmeshed vicariou.,uy"in the alien aspira- proval 0/ the brauh or branclt leadertions of impressively larger movements, 8hip." When Abram. .tGeed t/IGt he toa
new deterioration l'Ppeared. The party previouslfl untlWllre 0/ t1t.u new polit:J/
Itself became ca~ght up in an interre- and t/IGt he tOOIdd abide brI it, he toa
lated pattern of gross abstention from also' accueed 0/ iftterncIl. dulo1!aZtr/ _.
struggle in its
right, together with expelled.
a l sectarian hostility toward genuinely
leftward moving, and therefore potentially competitive. forces.
The year 1963 found the SWP demORDER NOWonstrating the most central surrendel'
of all-loss of eonfidence in its own
(in preparation, mimeographed)
earlier eonception and role in the coming American Revolution. The party
Marx'st ••IIef'. ..rle.
seized upon the growth of the Black
Muslims as a substitute for the aim of
#2 The Nature of the Socialist
building in the United States a unified
Workers' -Party - Revolutionvanguard pal'ty based upon Leninist
ary
Tendency disctlll8ion . .program, not upon color. Instead, the
terial
Majority's National Convention resolution pl'ojected the schema' of an All
60 pages - 60~ a copy
Black Movement for Freedom Now paralleling the se;parate, white, working#3 The Split in the Revolutionary
class, SWP-led struggle for socialism,
Tendency - including corresThe resolution suggested hopefully
pondence in 1962 with the Bothat the two movements might one day
cialist Labour League
collaborate through cementing a work\
ing unity between their two vanguards.
30 pages - 30¢ a copy
For the SWP to aim to be no more
than a white party in the United States
#4 The Expulsions from the Sois simply to write off any revolutionary
cialist Workers Party - all
perspeetive at all. L, D. Trotsky noted
documents on the exclusion of
in 1939 that:
RT supporters
"If it happens that we in the
SWP are not able to find the road
75 pages - 75¢ a copy
to this stratum [the Negroes],
then we are not worthy at all. The
permanent revolution and all the
rest would be only a lie."
order fro.: SPARlAC.ST
In November, 1963, the Dobbs leadBox 1377, G.P.C).
ership of the party made the first big,
clear transition from revisionist acNew York, N. Y. 10001
commodation towards petty boul'geois
formations to old-fashioned reformist
surrender to "one's own" ruling class
in a moment of crisis. As shown at
length elsewhere In this issue of the that of the Ameriean Communist and
SPARTACIST, the response of the SWP Socialist Parties. The SWP plenum
leadership to the Kennedy Assassina- whieh endorsed this aetion of the cention WaP Dot cWferent in kind :fl'om tral pm)' leaders also expelled ua.

own
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RESCIND
(Sto.t61M'ftt to the Nutional Comm.ittee
01 the Socialist WOTkers Purty btl the
five thm suspmded supporters of the
R611olutiOfLary TendenC1/,
Dec.l0,1963·i
,

L
Introduction: The Politital
Committee Action Agai,st Us
1. On August 2, 1963, the Political
Committee adopted a motion which
took up somej old accusations of W ohIforth and Philips, paraphrasing' them
in summary form as (1) "Hostile Attitude toward the Party," (2) "Double
Recruiting," and (3) "Split Perspective." The PC motion concluded hy instructing the Control Commission to
look "into possible violations of the
statutes of the party, especially involvingRobertson, Ireland, and Harper."
On October 24. after some months of
purported investigation the CC reported, exclusively on the basis of written
'opinions offered by RolJertson, Ireland,
and Harper internally within their own
tendency,' that: "In these. statemt'nts
by the Rohertson-Mage-White minority their hostile and disloyal, attitude
toward the party is clear\y manift'sted." The PC, in its motion of November I, found it necessary to expand on
the CC's sole conclusion by presentinlr
lurid accusations created out of thin
air and giving as sole source "as indi'cated by the Control Commission's re, port!' The PC went on to suspend from.
party mr-mbership comrades Harper,
Ireland, Mage, Roht'rtson. and White.
Moreover, the suspensions were without specifit'd time limit and were to
be with "the same force and effect" as
expulsion during the period of suspe~
sion.
. 2. Thus for the first time in. the
history of the SWP a leadership has
taken the punitive action of exclusion
from the party of minority supporters
on the basis of opinions! This action
is rendered even more grave and unprecedented by the fact that the views
for which punishment was inflicted
were themselves nothing more than
personal contributions to a private discussion within a minority tendency!
II.
BaekgrC!und: Reeent Trends in the Party
3. Through the period of the last
two party conventions (1961, 1963),
the party has witnessed a systematic
and general attrition of repr.,sentation
on the NC of, all minOrity factions or
tendencies, dissidents, and other erit-

THE~ SUSPENSIONS!

ics. Thus, for example, Bert Deck, the
then managing editor of the International Socialist Review and associate
of Murry Weiss was removed from
the NC after he offered, a slight modification to'the PC line on the Cuban
Question for the 1961 convention. In
the !!ame period there has been a systematic denial, compounded by calcu~
latedly hysterical Majority hostility, of
the rights of the party membership in
branches::.... above all in the largest
branch, New York-to express opinions, offer recommendations to leading
bodies, or even to disCUSS new developments or the actions and decisions of
. the party leadership.' :,
4. A year ago the 'Majority made an
assault on the very right of our minority, and by implieation any minor-'
ity, to exist within the party. A provocative attempt was made by Majority supporters to intrude into a private Minority I!athering. As the upshot of our informal protest to party
authoritiel';, it was rp.vealed that the
incident had taken place at the instigation and under the directiQn of a
Majority PC member. The leadership
white-washed this artion by adopting
a condt'mnatory motion which accused
the Minority of b<>ing the guilty party
for having held such a private tend~m
cy meeting'! Thc"e events are fully
detaiied in our document "For the
Right of Organized Tendencies to Exist within the Party!"
5. In connection with the last party
convention, the Majority .made severe
incursions upon party democracy and
upon our party rights:
a) The National, Sp.cretary, Dobbs,
without. offering any reason, refused
to print in the bulletin material on the
international question which we deem~
ed important to present to the party.
In the same' pl't'-convention discussion
period the National Secretary likewise
deferred printing documentary material on the youth question. Later an
opportune legal problem presented itself as an excuse for refusal. A key
document in this collection has been
kept from the movement since September, 1961, by the PC.
b)' At the convention itself the Majority refused tc give any representation on the National C6mmitiee to
our minority despite a sufficieI\t numerical as well as clear cut political
basis for such representation. Th~s th,
Majority has not only deprived us of
our prop4r voice within the party, but
it haa also put into question the legitimate authority of the leading party

bodiel, the NO and PC, by electing
tbem on a restricted basis.
c) In reporting the convention to
the public, the Milita:nt_ article, after
identifying James Robertson and Shane
Mage among others by name, stated
that "They charged that • • . the leadership of the SWP were in the process
of abandoning Marxism." This· cynical
abuse of control of the public press
by the Majority to identify and isolate inner-party opponents is indeed an
abandonment of the method of controversy among Marxists.
6. 'In a continuous series of incidents over the past two years, the Majority has abused its leading position
in the party to hinder, harrass, and
immobilize supporte):s of our tendency.
The evident general aim of the Majority has been to make as the penalty
for ~ndivjdual comrades becoming oppositionists, the paralysis of any po..
iitical role, either within the party or
in broader outside movements. Thus
there has accumulated a seemingly
endless list of all-too-Iegitimate grievances on this score. Perhaps the 11l0st
outrageous and flagrant incident of
harrassment was that against Comrade -Shirley in removing her from
Southern SNCC work. Most common
has been the regular, rarely overridden
refusal to ac~ept into membership contacts brought to the party by the minority. Yet throughout the past several years, and whatever the provocation, our tendency has always counselled and insisted that its supporters
abide in a disciplined 'way by the deeisions the Majority in1posed upon the
party.
7. The foregoing sections are intended only to sketch the immediately
rele1,'ant portion of the party's organizational side in, t,he past period. We
do not suggest that these are the main
characteristi,cs of the party's evolution, even of the organizational aspect.
Rather what is described is that part
of the party's face shown to' the party's minorities, particularly to our own
tendency. At the same time, as the
comrades of the Revolutionary Tendency have responded in a disciplined
fashion to developments within the
party, we have not failed to form and
offer opinions among ourselves and to
the whole party as to· the meaning,
implications, and direction of the course
the party has been pursuing in l'egards
to both political revisionism and organizational degeneration. The determination of themOl'e general processes
at work in shaping -the party was ex-
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acitly the subject under hot discussion
in the telldency when the. documents
were drafted over which the Majol'ity
now raises a scandal in its desire to
exclude us from the party. See, for
example, Robertson and Ireland's "The
Centrism of the SWP and The Tasks
of the Minority" (September 6, 1962),
and also the earlier basic tendency
statement, "In Defense of a Revolutiona..... Perspective" (in 1962 SWP
."
Bulletin No.4).
Suffice it to' say that the most salient
f~tures of the party's overall motion
in the last period have been as follows:
a) In general political 'approach the
party has sought after substitutes for
a revolutionary working class perspective-notably the surrender of all
Marxist responsibility toward the Cu-'
ban Revolution: through abasement as
an uncritical apologist for the Castro
regime; repeating this process over
Ben Bella's Algeria; negotiating an
alliance of convenience and mutual amnestl' with fellow Pabloists internationany ("reunification of the F,I."); and
~ost lately, within the United States,
in a will-o'-the-wisp chase after Black
Nationalism.

b) Yet while the party Majority has
eage1'ly given itself over to enthusiasm
for' the goals of alien movements, it
has resolutely avoided such opportunities as would further involvement
and struggle in the party's own right.
Thus actual civil rights work, North
or South I a serious approach to Progressive Labor 01' participation in the
travel to Cuba committee and its trip;
any modest effol't at 1'ebuilding tile
party's contact with the worke1's, such
as plant press sales 01' Hazard miners
work, have all either come at the Minorities' urgings, but vastly too little
and too late, or have been refused
outright.. The pI'oper wOI'd for such
conduct is abstentionism.
c) It was in the party leadership's
instant, instinctive responses in the
moments of gl'eat crisis 01' apparent
peril-the Cuban missile crisis last
year and the Kennedy assassination
this year-that the party's utter loss
of a l'evolutionary compass has been
most decisively' shown. (See our statement "Declaration on the Cuban Cl'isis." later p1'inted in 1963 gwP Bulletin
No. 18.)
d) Within the party the shift in
equilibrium of forces fn the central
party leadership through the retirement of Canrion and the elimination
of Weiss has intensified the, drive by
the Dobbs regime to solve all questions b, brute organizational force.
As a result of the totality of these
underlying considerations the Majority leadership has been driven now' to
seek the exclusion of our tendency
from the party. In eaaence this is •
\

"punishment" of us for our very tenacity in remaining in the party despite
its degeneration and for our intransigence in struggling against that degeneration.

III.
The Accusations Against Us
8. In view of the material already
written, listed below, there is by this
time little that need be added as regards the vacuity.,.irrelevance, or downright falseness. of the accusations of
statutary violations made against our
tendency or its individual supporters.
The party leadership has officially
presented its ca8e against our tendency
in the follow~ng' materials: a) letter
of National Secretary Dobbs to James
J
Robertson, uly 5, 1963; b) PC motion
of August 2, 1963, "On the RobertsonIreland-Harper Case"; c) "Report of
Control Commission on the Robertson
Case," October 24,'1963; d) PC motion

ship!
Nonetheless, it is to the credit of
lhe W ohlforth-Philips group that they
have now come :lorward, first, in disassociating themselves from their earlier a~cusation that W'e had a split orientation. This had been the key point .
in all of W ohlfol1h's other charges.
Secondly, it is to their credit that they
oppose organizational action against
us,· thereby implicitly declaring that
their own old accusations had been
without real, actionable substance, but
were rather their own interpretations.
10. It would be an enormous and
pointless task to seek to pin down and
dispose of very many of the irrelevancies or wild distortions in the charges which the PC and CC have levelled
against us: e.II., the abusive nonsense
about "double" recruitment or the
chUdishness of proposing to expell ~
because we are alleged to have a "split
perspective." Indeed the core of the
ease against us collapses immediately
upon examination because it depends
upon one fal~ equation, to wit: party
members, even if organizationally loyal
and disciplined (as we are), can be
"really" loyal onl" if, in the course of
carrying ,out party decisions, ~ey
allree with the leadership.
No matter from what side the Dobbsian interpretations given in the PC
and CC material are approached, it

of November 1, 1963. The following replies and refutations have been offered
by individual tendency SUpportel'S: a)
letter of Robertson to Dobbs, July 9,
1963; b) letter. of Geoffrey White to
the PC, November 5, 1963; c) letter
of Laurence Ireland to DolJbs, November 8, 1963; d) letter of Shane Mage
to the PC, November 10, 1963; and
e) letter of Lynne Harper to the NC,
November 18, 1963. We urge the National Committee members to familiar"HOSTILE AND DISLOYAL AnITUDII"
ize themselves with this correspondence.
9. The accusations of our indisci"After a serious warning was
given to the anti-Party elements
pline were originally put before the
party by the Wohlfarth-Philips "Reby the Fourth Plenary Session of
the Seventh Central Committee of
organized Minority Tendency" in ap.
the Party, Kao Kang not only did
pendices to their document, "Party and
not admit his guilt to the Party,
Class" (1963 SWP Bulletin No. 27).
but collullitted suidde as an ultiWe shol,tly replied wieh our "Discipline
mate eXlfreuion of his betra,al of
and Truth" (in SWP Bulletin No. 30).
the Party."
'
In our reply ..,e stated tIJat "Party
-Resolutien on the Anti-Party
and Class" lied, and we sought to show
Bloc of Kao Kang and Jao Shuwhy its authors had been led into such
Shih PaMed by the National
action, With documents written earlier
Conference of the Communiat
within the tendency, which we apParty of China, Mareh 31, 1'55.
pended to our reply, we proved that
we had been the object of false aceusations, Moreover, to even the most always tu~s out that to the eentral
superfiCial observer the1'e is an in- leadel's, "loyalty" to the party means
soluble cont1'adiction in Wohlforth and loyalty to the leaders. Becanse our
Philips' accusations against us. If acceptance of discipline justifies and
the charges were true that we were is justified by our inner-party strugsome kind of split.crazed wreckers, gle against the leadership policies,
tllen Wohlfarth-Philips should have our carrying out of party decisions is
taken far more decisive and prompt dismissed as "cynical" and presum.bly
action than their act of waiting a then defectfve because it lacks sinceryear after first revealing within the ity. Thus, many of the· "quotations,"
then common tendency such heinous even in their lIelected and trimmed
crimes, then simply repeating the rev- form, o1fered . . the views of tendeney
elations to the party as a whole, But supporters can have as their only
l/ the charges were not true, they purpose maldngthe point that we don't
should never have been mad~ in the believe ia or CI/fW wit" the party's
first place. Instead they went ahead changing policies and direction of reto publicize their accusatic1Ds and then cent years, nor do we respect the indeprecated them by declaring them to itiators and directors of those changes,
be no valid basis for ol'ganizationa] either.
action a~inst us by the party. leader-
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It Is elemental')'. but no longer obthe SWP. to note that discipline haa meaning \ especially when
there is dilagreemmt. Democratic centralism is most full'll called upon to
regulate differences and ·mobilize the.
entire party for carrying out arri.ved~t decisions when there are sharp and
deep-going divisions. To exclude from
the party those who have sharp and
deep differences. those who believe
-- that the policies and course of the ~a
jority leadership are part of a profound degeneration, is to amply prove
tAe emt671ce of that degenel'ation.
11. For our part, we have and do
deelare that our political loyalty lies
exclusively with the Trotskyist pro. gram. It is as a derivative of this
prime consideration that our tendency
haa . always sought to abide fully by
the discipline of the party, despite the
rapidly advancing disease of degeneration in the party: It is in this sense
and no other that the much-quoted
pbrase in the Robertson-Ireland document' was advanced about avoiding
"mistaken concepts of loyalty to a
diseased shell." We would be peculiar
people indeed should we find our loyalty resting with the cancer growing
witbin the party! This should have
been evtdent to any honest reader of
the materials in question, for otherwise many other statements in thes~
inner-tendency dOcuments would be in
flat ~ntradiction and would reduce the
entire set of opinions to a meaningless
jumble. Notable in this connection is
the statement in Comrade Harper's
draft, "Orientation of the Party Minority in Youth Work" that " . . . we
must act as diSciplined SWP members
at all times. . . ." Again, in Comrade
Ireland's "What the Discussion is Really About," is found : "But since our
perspective is one of remaining in the
SWP, we can hardly afford to violate
'party discipline or party statutes.'''
(Incidentally, this latter document had
been turned over to the Control Commission by Comrade Ireland to remove
any possible ambiguities about his
opinions on actionable subjec'ts. However, the CC in its "Report ..." gave
no ·acknowledgement of the receipt or'
vel')' existence of this document, much
less any mention of its contents!) Finally, to put this whole point another
way, if the SWP has become centrist
in character as we stated in our main
resolution to the last party convention. "Toward Rebirth of the Fourth
International" (that " ••• thecenttist
tendency is also prevalent amongcertaingroups which originally opposed
tlutPablo faetion"). then some organizational eonelUaiona reasonably follow
that jUltlfJr our acting aa diaeiplined
viOU8
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party members despite the party~s cen.
trist politics. Furthel', it· necessarily
follows that such a conclusion is no
more or less incompatible with party
membership than is holding the political analysis which led to it.

projected unification. We stated our
opposition and proposed an entirely
different pa>litical basis for reUniting
the world movement iii our 1963 draft
international resolution. "Toward Rebirth of the Fourth International." We
alBo made it crystal clear in advance
that should the pro-Pabloist unification .win a majority' and go into effect.
.then the dissident and opposing minority internationally who shared our
general outlook should go through the
experience of the falsely-based unity
attempt. We stated our willingness
"demonstratively" to accept the reunification in the entil'e concluding. section
of . our recent international resolution
which sta~s:
"(19) 'Reunification' of the Trotskyist movement on the centrist basis
of Pabloism in any of its variants
would be a step away from, not to. ward, the genuine rebirth of the
Fourth International. If. however,
the majority of the presently existing Trotskyist groups insists on going through with such 'reunification,'
the rf!volutionary tendency of the
wol'1d movement should not turn its
back on these cadres.' On the contrary: .it would be vitally necessary
to go through this experience with
them. The revolutionary tendency
would enter a 'reunified' movement
as . a minority faction. with a perspective of winning a majority to the
program of workers' democracy. The
Fourth International will not be reborn through adaptation to Pabloite
revisionism: only by political and
theoretical struggle against all forms
of centrism can the world party of
the socialist revolution finally be
established."

IV.
What Our Expulsion'
Would Mean for the Party
12. It may be that sections of the
National Committee bave not. thought
through the internatJpnal implications
of expelling our tendency from the
SWP. Within the limitations of the
Voorhis Act. the American palty bas
been a prime mover ·in· the recent reunification with the ,Pabloist forces of
the International SeCretariat.· In an
effort to draw into the unity as many
of the scattered and, divided groupings
as possible, big promises were made to
those opposed to the basis of the' unification to convince them to come along
anyhow. For example· Dobbs and Hansen - wrote in the article "Reunification
of the Fourth International" (Fall,
1963, International Socialiat Review)
as follows:
'
"Groupingswitb ~uch deeper differences than opposing views over
who was right in a pa$t dispute can
coexist and collaborate in the same
revolutionary-socialist organization
under the rules of democratic centralism." . • • and
"The course now being followed by
Healy and Posadas and their followers is much to be ,regretted. Under
the democratic centralism which governs the Fourth International. they
could have maintained their political
views within the organization and
sought to win a majority."
Even more recently the United Secretariat of the Fourth International itTHE REASON WHY •••
self declared in its statement of No"Itt the last analysis, comrades.
vember 18, 1963, in reply to the Healythe majority is the party. I'll tell
Lambert grouping, that:
you why."
"The fact remains, however, that
Report by Farrell Dobbs to New
they [British and French 'InternaYork Loealon Suspensions, No,tional Committee~ sectionto] have demnmber 7, 1963.
onstratively refused to unite in a
common organization in whjch they
And we ourselves have more than
would be in a minority. They demonstratively refused to accept the fully met the C9nditions set forth by
majority decision of the Internation- -Dobbs-Hansen. and by. the United Secal Committee forces on reunification. retariat~ On top of abiding by disciThey demonstratively refused in ad- pline and accepting decisions. we have
vance to abide by majority decision resisted abuse, disloyalty, calculated
of the world Trotskyist movement .incitement, and outright provocation
by the· American leadership to force us
on reunification.". • .' and
"As for our posi.tion, we stand as to leave "voluntarily." Our tendency
before for reunification-on the ,basis is therefore virtually unique in its
of the principled' program adopted ability. to be the living test of the
at the ReunificationCongress-of all genuineness of the e1aimed' democraticforces that consider themselves to· be centralist based and .inclusive reunifirevolutionary socialis~."
cation. Several things will be cle.r
13. Our ""dency opposed' th~ pro- should we be thrown out for noIding
jected unity move. Indet!d the tendency opinions. by no means more critical of
itself· was .born. in. opposition to tho the . U.S. and illternational Pabloist
politieal eourse whicb und.r1~J the leadershipa than views. beld bJ others
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who have been publicly and repeatedly
invited to join iIb the unification. If we
are excluded, then the fTlLe scope, of
the unity as an act of bad faith -and
- deliberate fraud by its instigators will
be definitely shown to all Trotskyists.
In a "ery practical and concrete way,
the SWP-NC, by its action towards us
Ilt its December, 1963 Plenum, will go
{ar In making final for this period
both the sh~pe of its own relations
with the world movement as well as
those of its international' allies.
14. Are all sections of the National
Committee prepared to take responsibility for the kind of developing, internal life which our exclusion would
formalize? We are by no means the
only people in the party who believe
that the SWP is degenerating apace
or that the Dobbs regime is a clsaster
,for the party. If these views become
proscribed through the awful example
of our expulsion, then such opinions
would be driven into a fetid underground existence. Inevitably there
would be a multiplication of the symptoms of organizational degeneracythe flaring up of intensely hate-filled
quarrels on the permitted secondary
questions, cliquist plots, hysterical reactions by a leaderRhip fighting dimly
seen enemies. Such an atmosphere
could only accelerate the rightward mo~
tion of the party's cadres and train
the newer members in a caricature of
?(arxist party life.
These are some of the general considerations which have always kept
the Trotskyists from proscribing opinions within the party, however obnoxious they may be to the leadership, or
of expelling the holders of such views.
Moreover, in the specific ease before
the NC, action against our tendency
will not achieve its desired aim of
turning the party into a docile machine. Others will continue as oppositionists within the party, and we
will press our struggle from outside
for readmission and for acceptance of
our political viewpoint. It is within the
province of the NC to prevent the de,moralization and splintering of, the
party being brought on by a bureaucratically heavy-handed leadership.
15. For the NC to intervene to return the party to the revolutionary
organizational practices of the past is
to hold open the possibility of a revolutionary future for the SWP. If the
NC permits the destruction of our
party membership, it thereby acquiesces to the destruction of any chance for
a i'eversal of the rightward, revisionist
course of the party because those who
oPpo!led it would he excluded. By elim.
inating the content of party democracy,
the degeneration of the party becomes
irrevel'sihle, Thill l1rrd 'lOt be!
The SWP MnjOl'ity reflects no im-

placable bureaucratic social layer. Ifi.s
loss of a proletarian, revolutional'Y
perspe~tive, its eager search for substitutes and short cuts-idealizing the
radical petty-bourgeois leaderships: the
Castros, Ben Bellas, MalcolmX's-is
not some' inevitable automatic reflex
based upon a position of privilege.
Rather despair and ensuing degenera.tion have come through prolonged isolation, persecution, weakness, and aging..
The NC stan48 now at a last crossroads, at which it yet has open a conscious choice. Sections of the party
leadership may already have gone
much further in political revision or
bureaucratic 'organizational practice
than they ever intended. Although it
would be idle to deny that it is very
late, there is still a choice; the party
does not have to, is not predestined to,
continue down the road it is travelling
at full speed.' To repeat: to halt now
is to leave open .. the way back so the
party might again have a revolutionary future.

v.
ConeIusion: Reseind the Suspensions!
16. In the normal course of seeking
to rectify a mistake or an injustice
within the party, one would normally
turn readily to the NC as a resort, but
under the extraordinary circumstances
in which the central party leadership
has plunged the party. witD the NC's
acquiescence to date, we must offer a
reservation. Presumably we are expected to appeal the diAciplinary action
of the PC against us. But how can we
appeal against what has not been the
finding of any trial; how can we appeal against accusations which have
no relation to any alleged intended violation of the rules of democratic-centralism?
17. Despite the outrageous position
in which we would be placed in appealing to the NC from a non-existent
trial, we are prepared to send a rep~
resentative to appear before the NC at
its coming plenum to present our case
and to answer questions/ the plenum
may wish to put to us. Because of the
grave defects in the present situation
we do not turn to the NC with an appeal but with the demand: RESTORE
PARTY DEMOCRACY! RESCIND
OUR SUSPENSIONS!
18. Finally, we call upon all party
members, branches, individual NC
me.mbers, and political tendencies in
the party to present letters and statements to the NC calling for the lifting
of the 8u8pen8ions and re8toration of
om' lJarty right8 a8 a vital intere8t of
the lJart71 itself /

r::
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WEISS
RESOLUTION·

(Pre8ented by Myra Tanner Weill. to
the SWP Political Committee, N011e'mber 1, 1968.)
MOTION: To reject the report of Obe
elected member of the Control Commission and a "representative" as unfair, factionally motivated, and a violation of the limited province of the
Control Commission.
1. Comrades are elected to the Control Commission, not on the basis of
their political maturity, to evaluate p0litical positions and theories. They are
elected as people who can be trusted
to be fair, above temporary factional
alignments, and scrupulously attentive
to facts and their verification. This' ~
port presumes to examine and evaluate
political documents, thoughts, opinions,
and to characterize them as "loyal" or
"disloyal." Such an undertaking is beyond the province of the Control Commission.
2. The "evidence" of "disloyalty"
submitted in the report consists entirety of opinions, and no one in the
history of the Socialist W ol'kers Party
has ever been punished for thoughts
that differ with those of the majority
-nor ever can be if we are to remain
a revolutionary force.
3. It is impermissible for a ruling
faction to use its majority power to
pry into the written or oral work of
an oppositional tendency. Any faction
has the inalienable right to discuss
freely and in ,private its point of view.
Furthermore" the material presented
by the report does not consist of faction decisions, but preliminary opinions expressed by individuals in the
course of preparing for decisions.
To violate the right of a faction to
its own internal life is to de~troy the
Leninist conception of - organization.
Democratic centralism not only places
obligations on a minority to abide by
the decisions of the maJority, but it
places obligations on the majority to
protect the democratic right of organized dissension for minorities.
In an epoch which we have characterized as a crisis of leadership, in an
era when socialism suffers from the
-monstrous tyranny of Stalinism, it is
unthinkable for us to lower our own
high standards of democratic procedures. The... world revolution is united
today in the struggle for socialist de- .
mocracy. If we are not its champions
in our own internal functioning, we
have no right to occupy the revolutionary podium.
4. For two of the comrades cited for
suspension by Comrade Dobbs, we are
(Continued on Page 8)
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THE LEFT WING VIEWS THE
,

KENNEDY ASSA'SSINATI'ON
offensive-as it will-against the pe0ple's fight for a better life. JohnlOn's
record is part and parcel of the ~P
pression of the ruling' claaa-with ' a
dash of Southern aeaaoning added for
good measure.
\
"The People are still faced with raeism, unemployment, poor housing and
schooling, high reilt8 and high-priced
(or no) medical services. The People,
if they are really to unite, IhouJd unite
around pl'Ograma dealing with tAeir
problema."

7'M GaGlrinGticni 01 Pruident KenG" Gcid tUt 01 tM clus pori-

. . . tI7U

Nt&

01

"Mll "'t

ill the
\ \ UaitBd StGtu. Amon, the rGdicGl
11f'O"" .,. America, G quGlitt;Jti11e di'fli-.ioJl. mGIf be perm11ed between those
~s w!"," turned r68011&teI1l to
eM WorN," cluB lor Gn independent
CJltenuJtiw to bour,eoie stGteBmClu!ip,
\elM tIWse 100000000tione w!",! joined their
oms to tM, lwwell t!r61&Od1l lor tM
late preBide1&t.
'
1n01lement

.,..tem. . . .

imum.

"The so-called Pentagon section ~ ia
aware of this situation and feela that
the very time delay means a direct 1088
for ita economic, social and ideological,
intereata. That is the reason for the
offensiye that it has just carried out.
"The Pentagon killed Kennedy within the framework of a policy designed
to launch the war by surprise at that
(CoDtiDued Next Pa,e)

WORKERS WORLD

PROGRESSIVE LABOR
Nov. 2'7, 1963-"The ......ination of
Preatdent Kennedy, by a .till unknown
....i1ant, not only refleet. the exi.tence of serious political contradictiona
lor the U.S. ruling cl..., but raiaea
these contradiction. to/Dew heights. •••
"While it i. ..ential that revolutionaries evaluate all of the political
..pacta of the ......ination, it is allO
neeeaa.ry for revolutionaries to reject
......in.tion . . . conceivable form of
political .truggle. The killing of one
JD&D c.nnot alter the course of hi.tory.
Onl,. effort. b,. millions to change the
particular political .nd economic .,..tem can be deci.ive. • • . Fin.ll,., a ...aliDa~on onl,. tend. to confuse the real
iaauee th.t face the workers. It encour.g_ the rulingcl... to .tep up the
oppreaion of the people.
"A.....ination and individual violence, however, t. p.rt .nd parcel of
the C.pitalist
". ',' ()n sever.l occa.ion. our government h.. engineered or .upported
aetnal organized ......ination. with
great reliah. The ......ination (If Patrice Lumu~ba was wal'Mly welcomed
bJ the Kennedy Admlni.tration. Furthermore, a ....sination hal also bee~
a wa,. of eliminating friend!! who have
outlived their usefulness to the Administration. Only ,weeks before the Kennedy ......ination,' the Administration
(and many who now cry hypocritical
"tears for Kennedy) Were laughing up
their sleeves over the U.S.-inspired as....ination of Diem and hi. brother in
South Viet-Ham .•••
"In the face of this continued ruthJeaan818 and terror,the people and eapecially those who, consider themselves
fighters for socialism, should not be
caught up in the 'Whirl-wind of ruling
cl..s contradiction.. The people should
utilize every moment for pressing their
demand.. They .hould not wait for the
Johnaon AdJUinistration to reaume the

prolong its own existence to the max-

I

Nov. 25, 1963-"The United States of
America came close to a fascist coup
d'etat, and the establilhment of a
Right Wing, reactionary, totalitarian
dictatorship.
"This is really the main and fundamental fact to emerge from the &I8a8lination of President Kennedy•
"That the coup d'etat did not actualty come off can only be explained by
the fact that the forces of political reaction, virulent ,racism and 'preventive
war' militarilm, had failed to coalesce
at the critical moment and emerge with
'a man on horseback.'
"The trend to totalitarian dictatorIhip can only be revel'sed by the intervention of an ever larger ma.. ,' of the
millionfold working clus movement,
and ,of unity between black and white
workerl againlt the common oppl'elsor.'"
(T!e Workers World deBeT11es credit
for reprintin, ea:ce''Ptll from Fidet
CClSt,'o'B excellent stGte1nent on the Q.B:
BasBination.)

RED,FLAG
(British organ of the Posadas group,
the Latin-A1nerica,,-baBed Trotskyist
tendency.)

Jan., '1964-'''l'he assassination' of Kennedy is the l'esult of a struggle between bandits. One faction has liquidated a member of the opposite faction.
"Within the heart of Yankee imperialism there are two tendencies. One
,tendency centers on' what is' called
the Pentagon and is' wrongly called
'right wing' (there is no left or right
for capitalism but limply different politions in relation to the same policy)
..and the 'Kennedy' tendency•.•. '
"Imperialism, the Kennedy tendency,
tries to profit from the conservative interats of the Soviet, bureaucraCJ to

•••

WEISS,

(Continued frOID Pa,e 7)
not even provided "disloyal" quotes,
illegally obtained. Where is the evidence of their "disloyalty"? ABIOCiation? Bourgeois law is at least formally more democratic.
5. Even with selected quotes of selected ,documents, the loyalty, not "dis-,
loyalty" of the minolity tendency
would be indicated. Surely these comrades know that the demand to see
their internal faction discussion material il a violation of their democratic
rights. Yet they show to a Commi..ion
member documents that member has
no right to see. Will the repeated insiltence of the minority comrades of
intention to abide by the discipl~ne of
~e party avail it nothing! If ,the majority i. 10 anxious for a split, why not
have the patience to wait for "subverlive" thoughts to be translated into
deeds!
6. If the minority sUl'1'eptitiously recluits youth to' the Party on the basis
of its factional line, what is there to
fe.r? Are we not confident enough of
our point of view, and with full control of the public expression of it, to
be certain that we can win the best
to the majority? Since when dill revolutional'y Trotskyists have to l'esol't
t" ol'ganiration means to protect its
liberating ideas? Are we afl'aid they
will recruit so many that we shall no
longer be the majol'ity? ''J'hat is unfor.tunately not' very realistic; but if
it were, we can hope that we have set
a good example of how a majority
should rule.
'7. I propose that we apologize to the
minolity for the unwal'l'anted investigation and express our desh'e to collabol'ate in comradely ,fashion in the
futul'e for the building of the Socialist
Workerl Part,..
'

-.
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moment most convenient to itself."
From the pllblicGtiMts of the three
g1'OUpS above, it can be ~c'm that II,
class position toGa ma.iataiud
Ilurmg their discuSBiou of the KmWll IIBBaBBinaticm. A claB liu mat
.Me ""lll· COfttin"e to orient the tDOf'king
class agawt their claa en81ftll, tM
bourgeoisie, but mat provide a correct
IlnaZ"BiB for tlu tOor"rs in a period
of COftfuaiox lind conaten,atiOft. Tiu
three gr01lfJII above never lost aigkt of
tMir ruling claaB enem1l-nor did the7/
hesitate to point this out to their
r6lJders.
Tiure 'Were ezaggerationa and mistakes, such a the Workers World's
COftfuaiox bett06m facism and II coup
d'etat. Or the ProgreHive LGbor
groap's referrue to "our" goventment.
And of course the POBIJda .tend61&cy's
'conoluaion t.t the Pmwgon MBasinated Kmnedll ClJn onlll be ""'&Biderell
inteHatiftg apeculatiOft at tAis point.
TheBe poaitioM stand out in bold
contrast to those period~ emil orgn,:,
u.ztiMts whose "Soci4litrm" lind "ManiBm" led them in the moment of panic
to genuflect to the rulin,1 class. Statemmta about "Loving (/) This Countl'7/ (//)" and the like can
serve
to c07l/use and miRdirect socialist militClHte, CO'IltfJIJre the following ezamples.

_ic
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NEW AMERICA
Dec. 13; 1963-"1 am writing this on

the day of mourning under a profound
sense of shock and 1088 and 8hanie. We
mourn a gallant Pnaident, sincerely
interested in peace and freedom, who
was '~w,ing in 8trength. • • •
"You will be reading thi8 column
after Thanksgiving Day, when we will
be pu.tting thi8 day of mourning into
perspective. For what can we Americana be thankful in this time of u'agedy! We can be thankful for 80me enrichment of memory. We can be thankful for the general outpoul'ing of gl'ief
and recognition of the shame at the
atmosphere of hate in which the tragedy took place. We can give,thanks for
the orde1'ly succession and the absence
of bitter partisanship, in President
Johnson's accession to his high office,"
-Norm.o,·n ThomaB
'''1,'he Socialist Party joins the enth'!!
nation in deeply mourning the tragic
death of our President. The senseless
alld dastardly murdel' which, took the
life of John F. Kennedy was one of.
the greatest crimes and tragedies in
tJle history of our country. To Mrs.
Kennedy and the entire Kennedy family we extend our most sincere and
heartfelt condolences."
RellollltwlI. of National Committee of
The Socialist Party
.

I

THE .WORKER

Nov. 26, 1963 - "Nation in Mourning
for Martyred Leader" (Banner front
pagc "eadUv.)

"We share·..... along with all other
Americans-immeasurable grief at the
monstl·OUS and shocking a8sassination
of President John F: Kennedy.
."We extend our deepest sympathy to
Mrs. Kennedy, to his son and Claughter,
and to his entire family. • • •
"Although angUished in sorrow 'over
the 108s of the highest. officer of our
nation. the American people will not be
panicked. They will rally around the
constitution, defend its basic Democratic traditions and rights, and they
will not be divel'ted from the determin.ation that our nation shall trod the
path of ever-expanding democracy, social pl·ogress and peace."
.
IN A MOMENT OF TRUTH •••

"Let me then make clear as
your President· that I II1Il determined upon our system's survival
aDd 8UCCess, regardless of the cost
and regardless of the peril."
-Speech of President Kennedy to
tlJe American Soeietyof Newspaper Editors, April 21, 1961.
. (Following the Bay of Pigs

social and criminal act. We extend our
detpestsympathy to Mrs..KenMc:ly and
the children in· their personu grief·.
"The act springs from the atmosphere
created by the infiammatory 8gitatioD
and. deeds of the racists and Ultraconservative for~es, Political terrorlmn.
like sl1ppression' of political f~om,.
vi61ates the democratic rights of
Amerieans and can' only strengthen
the ··1I>rces of reaCtion. Political difference. Within 'our society must be aet-.
tied 'in an orderly man~r by majority
decision' after free and open public If&.
bate in which 'all points of view are
heard;"
)
-FarreU Dobbs, N ationa! SeeretGf'JI.
Socialist Warkers Part'll
And Now, A Breath of Fresh Air!

an

THE NEWSLE'fl'ER

(Organ 0/ the Soci4list LabolW
LeIJ{lUB, the British TrotakJIistB.)
Nov.. 30, 1963-"This millionaire politician was destroyed by the very eo~
·tradictions which he thought he could
overcome smoothly and peacefully.
"Whether or not we ever learn the
fia~.)
truth about the killings in Dallas, Texas, Kennedy's death was without doubt
THE MILITANT
the result of angonising conflfct within
Dec. 2, 1963-"If We Really Love This the American ruling class.
Country We Must Abjure Hatred"
"On the issues of Negro integration
(Fr07lt page headline quoting Chief and foreign and defense policy~ Ken:'
Justice Earl Wa.N·en a II "VOice of nedy's programme, l'effecting the needs
Sanity.")
of one section of US big business.
"The American people have under- aroused sharp hostility from powerful
gone one of the most traumatic expe- economic and political groups.
"The role of the Texas state authoririences in its history. The staggering
news that President Kennedy had been ties makes this very clear. If Oswald
assassinated, followed so quickly by was framed, and this seems quite probthe unexplainable, televised murder of ~ble, the job was organized at a high
his alleged assassin in the Dallas. city level in the state machine. • • •
jail by a crony of the police, left Amer"We do not mourn John F. Kennedy.
"As international socialistS we see
icans l·eeling with bewilderment and
shock. A wave of apprehension ran him as the world leadel' of the class
through the world with the news of the enemy.
"If he was far-sighted, it was in the
Kennedy assassination as people of all·
lands attempted to decipher the cause interests of the continuation of capitalist exploitation everywhere."
and portent of the tragic event. • • •
'''Before all others, it is the federal
-John Crawford
government's duty to blOck the attempt Dec. 7, 1963-"Marxists and the Kento use the Dallas tragedy for the stag- nedy Assassination" (Headline, pag.
ing of an even more devastating witch- two.;
I
'
hunt. Before all others, it is the duty
"The .assassination of President Kenof the federal government to furnish nedy has given rise to a more than usthe people with a thorough-going an- ual round of hysteria, tear-jel'king and
alysis of the atmosphere of hate and praise-mongering by the literary and
violence which fostered that tragedy. political representatives of the middle
LefOl'e all others, it is the federal gov- class.
ernment's duty effectively and fully to
"Reading some of the articles in the
enforce the civil liberties of Americans so-called socialist and liberal press
of all political views, no matter how about his life, one might be forgiven
cl'itical of those now dominant, and the for thinking that KenJ1ledy stood for
civil liberties of all Americans, regal'd- the freedom of the Negro people and
less of color, Only then can the cloud of was, in fact, a socialist in all butnBDle.'
violence . and hate overhanging this
"Thus do the hirelings of internatiOn-'
country begin to be dispelled."
al capital endeavor to whitewash the'
The EditortJ most reactionary I imperialist power iD
"The Socialist Workers Party con- the world in its hour of crisis.
"Kennedy was, of" course, a most able
demns the brutal assassination of Pres(Continued Next Pace)
ident- Kennedy as an inhuman, anti-
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•.. KENNEDY
representative of his class. Everything
that he did had but one objective. to
strengthen American impel'ialism••••
"When he spoke about Negro rights,
he was merely using high-sounding liberal phraseology so that he could all
the better. on behalf of his class, continue to enslave the Negro people.
"Marxists express no sympathy whatsoever over Kennedy's death.
"We I(}o not condone the act of individual terror responsible for his death,
not because we are squeamish or humanitarian about how it was dOlle,
but beCause individual terror is no
substitute for the construction of the
revolutionary party.

working people,' carried this news item
in its .issue of Monday, Decembel' 2,
headed 'Socialist Leader Denounces
MUl'dl!l' of the Pl'esident':
(Hero follows the 8tatement of Far,'ell Dob1Js which is ·t'«printed above.)
"This nauseating report repudiates
every principle that Trotsky and the
Bolshevik Party fought for. It is a
report written by cowardly liberals,
whose eyes are turned solely in the direction of the American middle class.
""We extend,' says Fal'l'ell Dobbs,
'our deepest sympathy to Mrs. Kennedy!
"Indeed! And who is Mrs. Kennedy?

Reactionary

"She is the daughter of a Wall Street
millionaire, and was the wife of the
leader of the most reactionary imperialist power on earth. Marxists, can
Disorganises
have no sJrmpathy whatsoever with
"Terrorism is a weapon which in Mrs. Kennedy and her class.
.' fact disorganises and leaves the work"'Political differences within our so· ing class leaderless. It creates the im- ciety must be settled in an orderly
pression that the removal of prominent' mannel',' says Dobbs.
capitalist politicians and statesmen can
"Indeed! Tell that to the Negroes of
solve the problems of the working Iclass•
. "Bu"t for every tyrant shot, there is Birmingham, Alabama, and the miners
another resdy to take his place. Only of Kentucky. Tell that to the millions
the overthrow of the capitalist system of colonial people in struggle against
· in the United States and its replace- imperialism.
"The settlelJlent of class issues will
ment by working-class power and socialism can solve the problems of the not take place in an orderly manlier,
· American working-class whites and but in a violent way, because the ruling
class will never give up 'its power
Negroes.
/
'iSucli a task cannot be accomplished peacefully. To the millions of working
by terrorists like Lee Oswald. The an- people in struggle against imperialism
swer lies not with them, but through all over the world; Dobbs is just one
the preparation and building of a rev- more American liberal, who talks the
olutionary pal'ty which, through mass language of 'order' so as to mask the
brutality of his own imperialist govaction, will take the pow:er••••
"The taking of IJower by the revolu- ernment.
"How Trotsky would have loathed this
tionary party is .not without terror.
'The ruling class will not hesitate to statement of the leader of the Socialist
terrorise the working class, the 'Negro Workers Party. He would have flayed
its author alive in every language he
· and colonial peoples. . • •
"The sympathy of Marxists, while not could muster. This is cringing bootagreeing with the method of Oswald, licking of the American petty-bourmust be given to the millions of Os- geois by a man who claims to be a
walds, black and white, who have been Marxist!
driven into pauperism by capitalism.
Attack
The task' of the American Marxist
"Dobbs sends his condolences to 'Mrs.
movement is to direct its attention towards these people, and not towards Kennedy, and the children,' but not a
the sending of messages of sympathy word about Mrs: Oswald, a poor Russian woman whose children and herself
to Mrs. Kennedy.
will be singled out for attack wherever
she goes.
'
Fatal
"Instead of taking up the cudgels on
"When Lee Oswald fired the fatal
shot, he ~id something more than as- behalf of the poor in the United States,
Dobbs turns his eyes to to the represenI18ssinate a president.
."He also destroyed utterly and com- tatives of the rich and mighty.
"Thel'e was, of course, a distinct
pletely the lie that the Socialist W orkpossibility that anti-labour witch-hunttrIJ Party of the United States is a
· rr,tl$kyist J1arty and that it continues ers would utilise the Kennedy assassin)'M.trlJ,c;litions for wh~ch it was founded ation in order to attack the left, but
.11 lh~ )~truggle ~ budd the Fourth In- such an attack could not be answered
by sending condolences to Ml'S. Ken•ternatiOnal.
'
"The Militant, weekly organ of the nedy. The an!lwer to any witch-hunt is
SWP which, according to its masthead, to explain the clnss jl!sucs involved in
ill 'published in the interests of the the nssRssinntion, which ('an only he

done by a thorollghgoing exposure of
Kennedy's role.

Betrayed
"Farrell Dobbs does not look to the
working class as his only real ally in
the fight against the witch-hunt. He
looks in the opposite direction, towards
the ruling class. On this.' question. as
on all others, Dobbs has betrayed the
Marxist movement. •••
"His poUtical degeneration is a
warning to Marxists everywhere. It
follows closely on the heels of the socalled 'reunification' with the Pabloites, who supported the brutal assassination by the hired thugs of the FLN of
the Algerian trade union leaders in
Paris in 1957 and 1958.
"This unification was ali alliance of
renegades from Trotskyism to turn
from the working class to the radical
do-gooders whose sole aim is to whitewash imperialism.
"We look forward to any news as to
whether or not James P. Cannon,
founder of the American Trotskyist
movement, was prepared to sign the
message of condolence to Mrs. gennedy!'
-Gerry Healy, National SecrefAlrt/
Socialist Labo!,r Leagtte

The acid test of any orga1l.1zatioa
pl'esenting itself as socialist takes
place in peri.ods 0/ revolttti01lary .opportunity Or crisis. All su.ch organii4tions were tested in their ability to
maintain. their principled positions at
the time 0/ the Kennedy assassination.
To those lor whom the, concept of
Trotskyism is 81/nonymotts with firm
class positions under the most adverse
conditions, the statement 0/ Fan"ell
Dobbs and the entire edition 0/ the
Militant on ,the Kennedy assassination _
came as a P"ofound shock. At a calme1"
and more reflective moment, ~ven .the
leaders 0/ the Soci(J.list Workers Pari'll
themselves must have been chagrined
and su.rpnsed at their lack o/-stami'IIG.
It is, 0/ course, true that it is a
perfectly prinCipled tactic to careb~llll
avoid the use of provocative phrases
when the legal organizational e:ftstence,
and possibly the lives. 0/ revolutionaries are at stake. However, the words 01
Dobbs and the Militant were 'IIot thOR.
of a revolutionary SocialiBt, but rather
0/ Social Democrats and bourgeois liberals, and richly merited the attacks 01
Gel'TY Healy and the Socialist Labour
League.
The Revolutionary Tendency has repeatedly pointed Ollt the attempt tn
convert the SWP into an al>Pendage 01
petty-bourgeois radical formations. Tl.
abandonment 0/ the. cPlIcept that tA.
tvorking class and its van,guard must
lead the masses, e'lIidelltly aJld Hrflmeably l('a(III, at a mo,"ent 0/ criJtis, ,.
f hll abanr/of/lntnt of th(' flRSlmCt of . .
"(!1Jolutio'llflrJI 'vorlr.ing-cltfM potritio"••
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TOWARD REBIRTH
OF THE FOURTH INTERNATIONAL
(DRAFT RESOLUTION ON THE WORLD MOVEMENT 8ubmitted to tlie 1963 SWP Convention by the
Revolutionary Tendency.)

INTRODUCTION
1. For the past fifteen years the movement founded
by Leon Trotsky has been rent by a profound theoretical, political, and organizational crisis. The surface
manif~tation of this crisis has been the disappearance
of the Fonrth International a..~ a meaningful structure.
The movement has consequently been reduced to a
large number of grouplets, nominally arrayed into
three tendencies: the "International Committee," "International Secretariat (Pablo}," and "International
Secretariat (Posadas}." Superficial politicians hope to
conjure the crisis away through an organizational formula-"unity" of all those grouplets willing to unite
around a common-denominator program. This proposal obscures, and indeed aggravates, the fun'damental
political and theoretical c!luses of the crisis.
2. The emergence of Pabloite revi,sionism pointed
to the underlying root of the crisis of our movement:
abandonment of a working-class revolutionary perspective. Under the influence of the relative stabilization of
capitalism in the industrial states of the West and of
the partial success of ,petit-bourgeois movements in
overthrowing imperialist rule in some of the (backward
countries, the revisionist tendency within the Trotskyist movement developed an orientation away from the
proletariat and toward the petit-bourgeois leaderships.
l'he conversion of Trotskyism into a left satellite of
the existing labor and colonial-revolutionary leaderships, combined with a classically centrist verbal ortho, doxy, was typified ,by Pablo-but by no means was
confined to him or bisol'ganizational faction. On the
contrary, the Cuban and. Algerian revolutions have constituted acid tests proving that tbe centrist tendency is
also prevalent among certain groups whicb originally
opposed the Pablo faction.
3. There is an obvious and forceful logic in the
proposals for early reunification of the centrist. croups
within the Trotskyist movement. But "reunification"
on the basis of centrist politics cannot .signify reestablishment, of the Fourth 'International. The struggle for the Fourth Iniemational ·is the struggle for
a program embodying the working-class revolutionary
perspective of Marxism. It is true .that the ·basic doctrines of the movement, as a.b8tractly fonnulated, have
not been formilily denied. But by their abandonment of
a revolutionary perspective the revisionists concretely
challenge the· programmatic bases of our movement.
4•. The essence of the debate within the Trotskyist
movement is the qUeMtio!'J of the perspective of the proJetari!'t ,md its revolutionary vanguard elementatoward

the existing petit-bourgeois leaderships of the labor
movement, the deformed workers l'ta~, and the colonial revolution. The heart of the revolutionary pers)M!Ctive of Marxism is in the struggle for the indepeftdewec.
of the worker8 t1.8 a 'class from all non-proletariali
forces; the guiding political issue and theoretical en- .
terion is workers' democra.cy, of which the supreme expression is workers~ power. This applies to all countries
where the proletariat bas become capable of caJT)iial'
on independent politics-only the forms in which the
issue is posed vary from country to country. These
forms, of course, determine the practical interventioa
of the Marxists.

EUROPE
5. The recovery and prolonged prosperity ot European capitalism l1as not, as revisionists of all stripes
contend, produced a conservatized workers' movement.
In reality, the' strength, cohesion, cultural level, and
potential combativity of the European proletariat are'
higher today than ever before. The defeat of DeGaune
by the French miners and the persistent, currently
accelerating, electorai swing to the Left· in the. boargeois-democratic countries of Europe (mOst notably
Italy, Great Britain, Germany) illustrate this fact.
6. The European workers' attempts to go beyOnd
partial economic struggles to the socialist Vauformation of society have been frustrated by the re.liistaDce
and treason of the labor bureaucracY•. The four years
of reaction in France following the· seizure; of power.
by DeGaulle show the terriblepriee still exacteddor
tolerance of .these misleaders. The Belgian general
strike showed once again that "leftist" bureumts
like Renard would also do all in theirpow~ to. ,bloek
or divert a movemt!nt Capable of threateniq. :eapitall.t
·rule. But the experienees of, both France and Belgium
prove a spOntaneous desire of the workers to: eb.gap fa
strugglt! against· the capitalist class--risil1g on occasion to an open confrontation with the system.
7. The task of the Trotskyists fJ:ltlJ~ E),IropeaD
workers' movement js the construction within the existing mass organizations (unions and, in,' certain Instances, parties) of an alternative leadership. MarXists
must at' alI: times retain and exereisepolitlca1 .nd
programmatic independence within· the context of the
organizational form involved. Support to tendeneies
within the labor bureaucracy, to the extent that th~
defend essential Interests of the working class or refteet
cl.s-stl'ulfle desires within the lil.bormovement. is
eor~ .~d· Mil obU,.tDry; but this IUpport· is alw.,.
.only 'edndltfona1 and:eritleal. ·When. as is buwltab1e. th.
ela88 eti'Ug,1e reaches the· atage, .~ whieh the, "leftist"
,Ce.lIaDed.Ned Pap)
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bureaucrats play a reactionary role, the Marxists must
oppose them immediately anp openly. 'J?le behavior of
the centrist tendency around the BelgIan journal La
· Gauche in withdrawing durmg the general strike the
correct slogan of a march on Brussels, in order to avoid
a break with Renard, is the opposite of a Marxist attitude'toward the labor ,bureaucracy.
8. The objective prospects for development of 'the
Trotskyist movement in Europe are extremely bright.
Large numbers of the best young militants in all countries, rejecting the cynical and careerist routinism of
the Stalinist and Social-Democratic bureaucrats, are',
earn~tly searching for a socialist perspective. They
can be won to a movement' capable of convincing them.
'practically and theoretically, that it o(fers such a per. spective. The structural changes stemming from EUropean integration pose the issues of workers' democracy
and of the independence of the political and economic
\organs of the working class as the alternative to state
, control of the labormovement""-and impel the working
\ class i~to increasingly significant class battles. If,
· under these objective conditions, the West European
, T~otskyists . fail to grow at a rapid rate it will be
· because they the,nselves have adopted the, revisionist
· stance of Ii satellite of the lIlbor leadership as opposed
, to a perspective of struggle around the program of
of workers' democracy.

SOVIET BLOC

"

9~ Sjnce the Second World War, the countries of
Eastern Europe have been developing into mOdern industrial states. As the proletariat of the deformed
workers' states increases in numbers and raises its
living standards and cultural level, so grows the irrepressible contlict between the working class and the
totalitarian Stalinist bureaucracy..Despite the defeat
of the Hungarian workers' revolution, the Soviet-bloc
proletariat has won significant reforms, SUbstantially
widening its latitucle of thought and action. These reforms, however, do not signify a "process of reform" or
"destalinization process": they were yielded only grudgingly by the unreformable bureaucrac~, are under perpetual attack by the faction of "Stalin's heirs," and
remain in jeopardy as long as Stalinist bureaucratic
rule prevails. These concessions are. historically signitlcant only to the extent that they help the proletariat
to prepare for the overthrow of the bureaucracy. Real
destalinization can be accomplished only by the political
revolution.
y

..
10. A new revolutionary leadership is emerging

among the proletarian youth of the Soviet bloc. Inspired by twin 'sources-the inextinguishable Leninist
,tradition and the direct and tangible needs of their
· eJ~tbe new generation is formulating and implementing; in struggle the program of workers' democ. racy. Notable in this regard is the point made recently
by a long-time participant in, Soviet student life. Regarding ~e fundamental character to much of ,the
widespread oppositiOll among ,Russian youth, it was

stated, "Because he is a Marxist-Leninist, the Soviet
student is much more radically dissatis~ed than if he
were an Anglo-Saxon pragmatist." (David Burg to
The New York TJ,mes.) The. Trotskyists, lineal continuers of the earlier stage, have an indispensable contribution to make to this struggle: the concept of the
international party and of a transitional program required to carry through the political revolution. Assistance to the development of 8 revolutionary leadership
in the Soviet bloc through personal and ideological contact is a primary practical activity for any international leadership worthy of the name.

COLONIAL REVOLUTION
"11. The programmatic significance of workers' demoCracy is greatest in the backward, formerly colonial,
areas of the world: it is precisely in this sector that
the program of workers' democracy provides the clearest possible line of demarcation between reyohitionary
and Tevisionist tendencies. In all of these countries the
struggle for bourgeois democratic rights (freedom of
speech, right to organize' and strike, free elections) is
of great importance to the working class because it
lays the basis. for the advanced struggle for proletarian
democracy and workers' power (workers' control of
production, state power' based on wgrkers' and peasants' councils).
12. The theory of the Permanent Revolution,
which is basic to our movement, declares that in the
modern world the bourgeois-democratic revolution cannot be completed ezcept through the victory and extension of the proletarian revolution-the consummation of workers' democracy. The experience of all the
colonial countries has vindicated this theory and ·laid
bari! the manifest hiner contradictions which contiriu,.
ally uiisettle the present state of the colonial. revolution
against imperialism. Precisely in those states where
the bourgeois aims of national independence and land
reform have l?een most fully ac~ieved, the clemocratic
political rights Qf the workers and peasants have not
been realized, whatever ,the social gains. Tlfts is particularly true of those countries where the colonial
revolution led to the establishment of deformed workers' states: China, North Vietnam ... and Cuba. The
balance, to date, has been a thwarted success, either
essentially empty, as in the neo-colonies of the African
model, or profoundly deformed and limited, as in the
Chinese example. This present outcome is a 'consequence
of the predominance of specific class forces within the
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colonial upheavals, and of the class-related forms employed ill the struggles. These forms imposed upon the
struggle have been, for all their variety, exclusively
"from above," i.e., parliamentary ranging through the
bureaucratic-military. And the class forces involved
have been, of course, bourgeois or petit-bourgeois. A
, claSs counterposition is developed out of the complex
of antagonisms resulting from failure to fulfill the
bourgeois-democratic revolution. The petit-bourgeois
leaderships with their bureaucratic forms and empiricist methods are ranged against participation by the
workers as a class in the struggle. The involvement of
the working class is necessarily centered on winning
workers' democracy and requires the leadership of the
revolutionary proletarian vanguard with its programmatic consciousness of historic mission. As the working
class gains ascf!ndancy. in the struggle and takes in tow
the more oppressed strata of the petit-bourgeoisie, the
Permanent Revolution will be driven forward.
13. "The Cuban Revolution has exposed the vast
inroads of revisionism upon our movement. On the.
pretext of defense of the Cuban Revolution, in itself
an obligation for our movement, fuU unconditional and
uncritical support has been given to the Castro government and leadership, despite its petit-bourgeois nature
and bureaucratic behavior. Yet the record of the regime's opposition to the democratic'rights of the Cuban
workers and peasants is clear: bureaucratic ouster of
the democratically-elected leaders of the labor movement and their replacement by Stalinist hacks; sup, pression of the Trotskyist press; proclamation of the
single-party system; and much else. This record stands
side by side with enormous initial social and economic
accomplishments of the Cuban Revolution. Thus Trotskyists are at once the most militant and unconditional
defenders against imperialism of both the Cuban Revolution and of 'the deformed workers' state which has
issued therefrom. 'But Trotskyists cannot give confidence and political support, however critical, to a governing regime hostile to the most elementary principles
and practices of workers' democracy, even if our tactical approach is not as toward -a ha1'dened bureaucratic
caste.
14. What is true of the revisionists' approach toward the Castro regiml:' is even more apparent in regard
to the Ben Bella regime now governing Algeria OlJ the
program of a "socialist" revolution in cooperation with
French imperialism. The anti-working-class nature of
this petit-bourgeois group has been made clear to all
but the willfully blind by its forcible seizure of control
over the labor mpvement and its suppression of all
opposition parties. Even widespread nationalization
and development of management committees seen in
the context of the political expropriation of the working
class and the economic orientation towards collaboration with France cannot give Algeria the character of
a workers' state, but leaves it, on the contrary, a backward capitalist society with a high degree of statification. As revolutionaries our intervention in both revolutions, as in every existing state, must be in accordance with the position of Trotsky: "We are not a goyemment party; we are the party of irreconcilable opposit~on" {In Defense of Marxism}. This can cease to
apply only in relation to a government genuinely based
on workers' democracy.

~15. ExpeIience "inC8. th~ Second World War IlK
, demonstrated that, peasant-based guerilla warfare under
petit-bourgeois leadership can jn itself lead to nothin,
more than an anti-working-class bureaucratic regime.
The creation of such regimes has come about under the
conditions of decay of imperialism, the demoralization
and disorientation caused by Stalinist betrayals~ and
the absence of revolutionary Marxist leadership of the
working class. Colonial revolution can.have an unequivocally progressive significance only under such leader-'
ship of the revolutionary proletariat. For Trotskyists
to incorporate into their strategy revisionism on the
proletarian leadership in the revolution is a profound
negation of Marxism-Leninism no matter what pious
wish may be concurrently expressed for "building revolutionary Marxist partieS in colonial countries." Marxists must resolutely oppose any adventurist acceptance
of the peasant-guerilla road to socialism-historically
akin to the Social Revolutionary program on tactics
that !Lenin fought. This alternative ,would be a suicidal
course for the socialist goals of the movement, and
perhaps physically for the adventurers.
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16. In all backward countries where the proletaJ;'iat
exists a& a class, the fundamental principle of TrQtskyism is the independence of the working class, its unions,
and its parties, in intransigent opposition to imperialism, to any national liberal· bourgeoisie, and to petitbourgeois governments and parties of all sorts, including those professing "socialism" and even "MarxismLeninism." Only in this way can the ground be laid
for working-class hegemony in the revolutionary alliance with the oppressed petit-bourgeois strata, particularly the peasantry. Similarly, for a workillg-clus
party in an advanced country to violate class solidarity
with the workers of. a backward country by politieaDy
endorsing a petit-bourgeois colonial~revolutionary pernment is a sure sign of centrist opportunism,; just as
refusal to defend a colonial revolution because of the
non-proletarian character of its leadership is a sign
of sectarianism or worse.
(Continued Next Page)
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17. Tlie inter-relationship' between bourgeoisdemocratic and .proletarian-democratic struggles in the
colonial revolution remains as formulated in the founding program of the, Fourth International, a formulation
which today retains complete validity:

I

"It is impossible merely to reject the democratic
program; it is imperative that in the struggle the
masses outgrow it. The slogan for a National (or
Constituent) Assembly preserves its full force for
8uch countries as China or India. This slogan must
be indissolubly tied up with the problem of national liberation and agrarian reform. As a primary
step, the· workers must be armed with this democratic program. Only they will be able to summon
and unite the ~armers. On the basis of the revolutionary democratic program, it is necessary to
oppose the workers to the "national" bourgeoisie.
Theil, at a certain stage in the mobilization of
the masseS under the slogans of revolutionary de'. mocracy, soviets can and should arise. Their historical role in each given period, 1)articularly their
relation to the National Assembly, will be determined by the political level of the proletariat, the
bond between them and the peasantry, and the
character of the proletarian party policies. Sooner
or later,' the soviets should overthrow bourgeois
'democracy. Only they are capable of bringing the
democratic revolution to a conclusion and likewise
opening an era of socialist. revolution. .
:"The relative weight' of the individual democratic
and transitional demands in the proletariat's strug, gle, their mutual ties and their order of presentation; is determined by the peculiarities and specific
conditions of each backward country and toa considerable extent by the degree of its backwardness.
Nevertheless, the general trend of revolutionary
development in all backward countries can be determined by the formula of the permanent revolution in the sense definitely imparted to it by· the
three revolutions in Russia (1905, February 1917,
October 1917)." (The Death Agon1l of Capital£8m
and the Ta8ks of the Fourth International.)

•

CONCLUSIONS:
18. The task of the international revolutionary-

I

Marxist moveJDent today is to re-establish its own real
existence. To speak of the "conquest of the masses"
as a general guideline internationally is a qualitative
ov~rstatement. The tasks before most Trotskyist sections and groups today flow from the need for political
t:larification in the struggle against revisionism, in
the context of a level of work of a generally propagandistic and preparatory nature. An indispensable part of
our preparation is the development and strengthening
of rbots within the broader working-class mov~ent
wit"out 'which the Trotskyists would be condemned to
sterile isolation or to political degeneration in the periods ot rising class struggle and in either case unable
to go forward in our historic task of leading the working class to power. Above ,all what can and must be

done is the building of a world party firmly based on
strong n!ltional sections, the assembling of a cadre of
working-class militants won and tested in the process
of the class struggle and on the firm basis of the reyolutionary perspective of the Fourth International, the
program to realize workers' democracy-culminating
in workers' ·power. A fundamental statement expanding
on this perspective, its opposition to Pabloism, and
its relevance in the United States is contained in the
Minority's "In Defense of a Revolutionary Per8pective"
(in SWP Discussion Bulletin Vol. 23, No.4, July 1962).
19. "Reunification" of the Trotskyist movement
on the centrist basis of Pabloism in any of its variants
would be a step away from, not toward, the genuine
rebirth of the Fourth International. If,however, the
majority of the presently existing Tr9tskyist groups
insists on going through with such, "reunification," the
revolutionary tendency of the world movement should
not turn its back on these cadres. On the contrary: it
would be vitally necessary to go through this experience
with them. The revohitionary tendency would enter a
"reunified" movement as a minority faction, with a
perspective of winning a majority to the program of
workers' democracy. The Fourth International will not
be reborn through adaptation to Pabloite revisionism:
only by political' and theoretical struggle against aU
forms of centrism can the world party of sociaHst
revolution finally be established.
June 14,1963
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I
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I

potential. 'i'actical considerations must
be seen as a part of and subordinate
to .strategic ones. Flowing from the
empiricism of the Cuban leadership the
strategic aim (if it ever existed) of
world proletarian revolution has been
B&Ciificed to the narrow, short-sighted,
"pi'agmatie" goal of stable prices for
Cuban sugar. If it is still objected that
castro had no choice, then we, at least,
do not have to a'pologize for his actions
in Moscow. Castro indeed had no
choice: he was the prisoner not only of
llis own policies, but alJW of his historical origin which was the basis for
those policies. Suffice it to say that if
our movement had come to power in
Cuba it would have been out of a quite
different historical situation. We criti,
cize the Castro leadeFShipllS a part ot
the procea8 of building the Bolshevik
leadership that will be an integral part
of sueh a situation. The historical game
of changing places with various leaders is not one that Marxis~ngage in.
Soviet eeonomic blackmail techniques
are, of course, well known to the people of Albania and China, and it is to
Castro's credit that he held out as long
as he did.
'
The vacillation of the Castro leadership between the positions put forward
by the Soviet and Chinese bureaucracies, and its adherence, more or less, to
the line of the iatter, has permitted
man7 socialists to indulge in eertain
illusions as to the nature of the Cuban
leadership-illusions which that leader_
ship has itself begun to dispel.
Moreover, these same socialists are
harboring an evel\ more fundamental
illusion in their belief that a proletarian-revolutionary outlook moti"ates the
superficially revolutionary Chinese poaitio~ A~ long as the Maoist leadership
speak's With a revolutionary' vocabulary,
many socialists are inclined to take it
at its .word. Nevertheless, it is elear
from the whole history of the Chinese
revolution that the attempt to build a
following around the CCP Jine is only
for the purpose' of putting pressure on
imperialism in order to force the latter
to accommodate itself to the present
Chinese state government. '
The rightward shift of the Castro
leadersbip has now posed the question
of )iai'Xist theory and its relation to
practice before all those who consider
themselves to be revolutionary communists. If the revolutionary workers'
movement is to go forward it wiiJ have
to come to glips with this and other
questions, and arrive at a solution
based· on the independent ,etion of the
working class.
The Cuban l~adership, while responding to the pressure of the masses, yet
stal'lcLs above and is orcaDizationally

independent .of them. .This organiza- movements leading revolutions as fartional independel\ce is a consequence of reaching in their social transformatioDl
its historical ol'igin, in which it came as the Cuban revolution bas been ill to
to power as the leadership, not of work- let the initiative pass over 'into the
ers' and peasants' soviets, but - of a hands of imperialism. It was on1y the
guerilla army. From this social basis incapacity of American Imperialism to
flows the empirical and not Marxist na- accommodate itself to a radical pettyture of the Cuban leadership, as Watl bourgeois revolution that forced the
stated clearly by "Che" Guevara: "In Castro regime to go as far as it didorder to know where Cuba is going, the farther, indeed, than anyone in the
bp.st thing is to ~sk the government of July 26 movement had planned. The
the U.S. just how far it intends to go." European imperialists have so far been
If many socialists who supported the more astute than their American c0nCastro government as opposed to the freres. The. former have more co~
counter-revolutionary 'Khrushchev re- gauged the tide of the nationalist ~e
gime did not see the need for a dialecti- ment and have yielded. much of their
cal view of society, trusting instead to political and some of their ecoJiomie
the "natural'~ course of events, their power in Africa and Asia precisely to
idealistic impressiol\ism has at least avoid what happened in Cuba. They
been dealt a rude blow by the empiri- permit the "socialist" Ben BelJas and
cal wanderin~s of the Castro leader- Nkrumahs to rant against the impeship.
.
.
. The strategy of Marxists in the rialists; the latter would ra~ Ie.
epoch of imperialist decay flows from face than face the loss of areas for iDour comprehension of the total and all- vestment, even if such investment faeee
sided development of the international certain restrictions.
The justifiably tremenclous tide of
class struggle, and thus from the needs
of the international proletariat. This enthusiasm for. the Cuban revolntioa
view, which grasps the interdepend- has overflowed into the kind of uncritience and interrelatedness of all phen- cal adulation of the Castro loadel'Sbip
omena, has nothing ill common with the tliat is entirely unacceptable to Marxempiricism of not only the Cuban lead- ists. The causes of this are, however,
ership, but also, unfortunately, many clear: the smalJness .of the ·Americaa
communist movement; the relatne qui.
communists as well.
The Cuban leaders hllve reacted em- escence of the American w9rking class;
and .the success of a. radical petty..
pirically to all the pressures, not only bourgeois
revolution that has
of the, U.S. imperialists, but of the
Soviet bureaucrats as well, and have American imperialism and atirIed the
not only failed to carry out the essen- imaginations not only of the oppreutial tasks facing the reVolutionary ed colonial workers and peasants, but
workers' movement, but have not eVen of Americans radicals as welL In the
comprehended what these tasks are. face of the tremendous tasks that face
And they have failed to comprehend so fC;w. revolutionary communists in tilt. .
these taSks preCisely because of their -country, BOme of us have looked ......
incapacity,flowing from their social where and have become wo:rabipen of
origins as a bourgeois democratic peas- the ace<omplished fact - Fidel Casbo
ant movement, to think any other and Mao Tse Tung, not to III8IltiGa
way except empirically. Empiricism, Jimmy Hoffa aQd MalcolmX- Thoee of
the ideology of the bourgeoisie aftel' us who do. not harbor any musi0a8
it has established its power, is neces- about these leaders are attacked as ~
salily the method of all tendencies tarums. However, our analysis, in the
which do not base themselves on the ease of Castro, has been dramaticaDJ
strategy of world proletarian revolu- confirmed. It is necessary to fue the
tion.
truth unfiinchingly, purge 0U1'88IftI of
Even the most elementary bourgeois all easy romantie notions, and get cIowa
democratie reforms cannot be' main- to, the eriti~ task of bqUding • Mantained in the backward countries ex- ist party in this country. A party hued
cept under the dictatorship qf the pro- on musions will never lead the WOJ:kIDC
letariat. To depend on other, similar class to power.
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CASTRO IN· MOSCOW
by P. Jen
Premier Fidel Castro, caught in the
complex web of Washington-PekingMoscow relationships, has begun to become l more clearly enmeshed in the
machmations of the Russian leadership.
Statemenu, made in both Castro's Soviet TV interview of January 21, and
the Joint Soviet-Cuban Communique of
JanuarY 22 reveal unmistakably that
Khrushchev. hal begun to consolidate
his grip on the PURS (the Cuban party) all!J its leader. Although there will
undoubtedly be further vacillations,
Castro has, without question, begun to
trail behind the Soviet Union in foreign
policy.
Castro, appearing on Moscow TV
January 21, said, "At the same time
[alter the October missile -crisis] there
was a relaxation of international tenaion, a relaxation in the cold war. AU
tAis 11148 a reBUlt of the policy flM the
elortB of the So'lJ'iet Union and the 110eialist camp on' belullf of peace."
.(Emphasis added.)
One of the "concrete" results of
.those efforts was, in the Joint SovietCuban Communique of· January 22,
greeted favorably by the Cuban govel'Dment: "The government of the Republic of Cuba regards the successes
achieved by the Soviet Union in the
atruggle for the discontinuation of nuclear tests and the· agreement on nonorbiting of vehicles with nuclear weapons as a step forward promoting peace
and disarmament."
Civing further support to the policies of the Soviet bureaucracy:. "Comrade Fidel Castro expressed his approval of the measures taken by the
Central Committee of the CPSU to
eUminate the existing differences and
to consolidate cohesion and unity in the
ranks of the international communist
movement." (Joint Soviet-Cuban Com·munique.)
.
It is clear from this that in the context of the Sino-Soviet dispute Castro
has unequivocally joined' "the -leaders
of the CPSU," who, in the words of
the Chinese "are the greatest of all revisionists as well as the greatest of all
aectarians and splitters known to history." (Printed Feb. 4 in Jenmin Jih
Pao, the Chinese CP daily paper.)
'Not only Soviet policy, but Soviet
political life in general, and the leader
of the CPSU· in particular, have reeeived the approval of Fidel Castro. "I
am very. much in¥rested in Soviet ~x-

perience," Castro said on S.viet TV
Castro's evaluation of Nikita SerJan. 21. "I am very interested in the geyevich Khrushchev, the leader of this
role played by your Party, the role of so-called "Communist" Party which is
the advanced aetachment, the role of building "communism" in a single
organizer and inspirer' of all the activ- country, is full of warmth and admirity in the Soviet Union. I am interested ation. "I have full right to evaluate
in the participation of the Party on and admire this man, who combines in
all labour ftonts-in agric.ulture, in in- one person so many splendid qualities:
dustry, in cultural activities, in all intellect,. excellent character, kindness
spheres of pl'oduction, in all spheres of and strength - the qualities which
politics, and in the army. My attention make hini a great leader. And the more
is attracted by the wonderful role I know Comrade Mikita Sergeyavieh,
which the. Party has been playing in the more time I spend with him, the
the Soviet Union for nearly half a ~more warmer grow my feelings for
century now."
him, the more I admire him, the highFor the last three-almost four- er is my opinion ·of him al a man... ·
decades, however, "the wonderful role (Castro on Moscow TV, Jan. 21.) '.
Fidel Castro's words .upply their
which the Party has been playing' in
the Soviet Union" has included Stalin's own commentary. Those who want. the
frame-up trials; the decapitation of the full text of his interview on MOlcow
Red Army on the eve of World War II; TV, as well as the Joint Communiqu6,
the betrayals of the proletarian rllvolu- ean find these in f;he supplement in the
tion' in China (1925-27), Germany MOllcoto NewlI, January 25, 1964.
(1929-33), France (1934-36; 1945-presFor socialists who saw in Castro'•
ent), Italy (1944-present), Iraq (1958), militant stand a revolutionary commuetc.; and the present strategic outlook nist leadership or some reasonablt! facof capitulation to imperialism.
simile thereof, the recent swing to the
right must come as a surprise and eYen
~'We have been able·tO appreciate,"
said Castro on Moscow TV, "the way a shock. Castro's perceptible yielding
in which the Party [CPSU] has trained to Soviet ecoJ\omic pressure, while perspecialists, has fostered the revoluti~- haps mistakenly understandable from
one point of. view (that of b~ilding the
11'1/ Willi of thougAt in the people, trained astronauts, scientists, has produced nation~l economy), is inexcusable from
the cadres who are today developing another (that of the international prothe economy and the entire lif~ in the letarian revolution), and in fact straSoviet Union, has ·produced the cadres . tegically defeats the former. It is only
who are 1W1O building communism. The on the basis of the proletarian revoluPllrill w. a 8f/mbol of revoluti01l41'f1 tion in the- advanced countries that the
continuitll and the people's confidence Cuban economy can develop to its full
.
(Continued on Page 15)
in. themselves.': (Emphasis added.)
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